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It was conjectured by Kronk and Mitchem in 1973 that simple
plane graphs of maximum degree  are entirely (+4)-colourable,
i.e., the vertices, edges, and faces of a simple plane graph may be
simultaneously coloured with  + 4 colours in such a way that
adjacent or incident elements are coloured by distinct colours.
Before this paper, the conjecture has been conﬁrmed for   3
and  6 (the proof for the  = 6 case has a correctable error).
In this paper, we settle the whole conjecture in the positive. We
prove that if G is a plane graph with maximum degree 4 (parallel
edges allowed), then G is entirely 8-colourable. If G is a plane
graph with maximum degree 5 (parallel edges allowed), then G is
entirely 9-colourable.
© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A plane graph is a particular drawing of a planar graph on the Euclidean plane. Suppose that
G = (V , E, F ) is a plane graph with vertex set V , edge set E , and face set F . Two vertices (respectively,
two edges or two faces) are adjacent if they are connected by an edge (respectively, have a common
end vertex or their boundaries have a common edge). A vertex and an edge are incident if the vertex
is an end vertex of the edge. A vertex (or an edge) and a face are incident if the vertex (or the edge)
lies on the boundary of the face.
A proper entire k-colouring of a plane graph G is a mapping ϕ : V ∪ E ∪ F → {1,2, . . . ,k} such
that any two adjacent or incident elements in the set V ∪ E ∪ F receive distinct colours. As all the
entire colourings in this paper are proper, we usually omit this adjective. The entire chromatic number,
denoted χvef (G), of a plane graph G is the smallest integer k such that G has an entire k-colouring.
A plane graph G is entirely k-choosable if, for any list assignment L satisfying |L(x)| = k for every
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entire chromatic number, denoted chvef (G), of a plane graph G is the smallest integer k such that G is
entirely k-choosable.
If, instead of colouring V ∪ E ∪ F , one colours V , E , F , V ∪ E , E ∪ F , or V ∪ F , the correspond-
ing colourings are called vertex colouring, edge colouring, face colouring, total colouring, edge–face
colouring, and coupled colouring of G , respectively. List version for these colourings can be deﬁned
similarly. While the face colouring, edge–face colouring, and coupled colouring apply to plane graphs
only, the other colourings apply to general graphs as well.
All these colourings of plane graphs have been studied extensively in the literature. There are
many deep results and also many challenging open problems. The most well-known result is the Four-
Colour Theorem [1], which says that every plane graph is vertex 4-colourable. It is equivalent to the
statements that every plane graph is face 4-colourable, and every 2-connected 3-regular plane graph
is edge 3-colourable. Although the Four-Colour Theorem is proved, the problem of ﬁnding suﬃcient
conditions for planar graphs to be 3-colourable, 3-choosable or 4-choosable are active topics, and
many challenging problems remain open, see [12].
The edge colouring of plane graphs was ﬁrst studied by Vizing. For a graph G , let (G) and δ(G)
(for short,  and δ) denote the maximum degree and minimum degree of G , respectively. Let χ ′(G)
be the edge chromatic number of G . The well-known Vizing’s Theorem asserts [29] that every simple
graph G satisﬁes  χ ′(G) + 1. A graph G is called Class 1 if χ ′(G) =  and Class 2 if χ ′(G) =
 + 1. Vizing [30] proved that every planar graph with  8 is of Class 1 and conjectured that this
is true for 6   7. The case  = 7 was settled by Sanders and Zhao [24], and independently by
Zhang [38]. It remains open for  = 6.
The concept of total colouring of a graph was introduced by Behzad [2] and independently by Viz-
ing [28] and each conjectured that every simple graph G is totally (+2)-colourable. This conjecture
was conﬁrmed for the case  = 3 in [19,27], and for the case 4    5 in [14]. For the class of
planar graphs of large maximum degree, the upper bound can be further improved. It is now known
that if G is a simple planar graph with   9, then its total chromatic number equals  + 1 (this
was proved in [5] for   14, in [8] for   12, in [9] for  = 11, in [36] for  = 10, and in [15]
for  = 9). The Total Colouring Conjecture restricted to planar graphs is settled for   7 [22], and
remains open for  = 6.
The edge–face colouring of plane graphs was ﬁrst studied in [13] and [11], who considered 3- and
4-regular graphs. Mel’nikov [17] conjectured that every plane graph is edge–face ( + 3)-colourable.
The conjecture was conﬁrmed for   3 and   8 by Borodin [3]. Two similar, yet independent,
proofs of the whole conjecture have been published by Waller [31] and Sanders and Zhao [21]. Both
proofs made use of the Four-Colour Theorem. Wang and Lih [34], and independently Sanders and
Zhao [25], gave a new proof of the conjecture without using the Four-Colour Theorem. Wang and
Lih [35] further extended this result to the list colouring version, i.e., they proved that every plane
graph is edge–face (+3)-choosable. Borodin actually proved the upper bound +1 for plane graphs
with  10. Recently, Sereni and Stehlík [26] proved that the upper bound +1 holds also for plane
graphs with  = 9.
Ringel [20] ﬁrst investigated the coupled colouring of plane graphs and conjectured that every
plane graph is coupled 6-colourable. Ringel’s conjecture was ﬁnally proved by Borodin [6]. Wang
and Liu [32] characterized the coupled chromatic numbers of outerplane graphs and certain plane
triangulations. Recently, Wang and Lih [37] generalized the coupled colouring of plane graphs to the
list version. They showed that every plane graph is coupled 7-choosable. The question whether every
plane graph is coupled 6-choosable remains open.
In 1973, Kronk and Mitchem [16] ﬁrst introduced and studied the entire colouring of plane graphs.
They conjectured that every simple plane graph is entirely ( + 4)-colourable, and conﬁrmed the
conjecture for  3. Since χvef (K4) = 7 = (K4) + 4, the bound  + 4 is tight. Borodin proved the
conjecture for   12 in [5], and later improved this to   7 in [7]. In [23], Sanders and Zhao
provided a proof of the conjecture for  6. The proof has an error, however, for  = 6, the error is
correctable (see Section 6).
In this paper, we settle the whole conjecture in the positive. Our results show that, similarly as for
 = 3, when  = 4,5, the condition that the plane graph be simple is not necessary. To be precise, we
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If G is a plane graph with  = 5 (parallel edges allowed), then G is entirely 9-colourable.
2. Preliminaries
Suppose G is a plane graph and C is a cycle of G . For an edge e on C , we denote by fC (e) and
f ′C (e) the faces incident to e, and contained in the interior and exterior of C , respectively. For a vertex
x of G , E(x) is the set of edges incident to x.
Lemma 1. Suppose G is a 2-connected plane graph, each vertex has degree 3,4 or 5, and C is a family of
vertex disjoint odd cycles of G. There is a proper face 4-colouring ϕ of G such that for any C ∈ C , there are two
edges e, e′ of C such that {ϕ( fC (e)),ϕ( f ′C (e))} = {ϕ( fC (e′)),ϕ( f ′C (e′))}.
Proof. For C ∈ C , a vertex x of C is called breakable if dG(x) 4 and all the edges of E(x) \ C lie on
the same side of C , i.e., the two edges e, e′ of C incident to x are consecutive edges on the boundary
of a face, and hence fC (e) = fC (e′) or f ′C (e) = f ′C (e′).
For any C ∈ C and any x ∈ C which is breakable, replace x by two adjacent vertices x′, x′′ , connect x′
to the two neighbours of x in C , and connect x′′ to the other neighbours of x in G . The resulting
graph G ′ is still a plane graph. By carrying out the operations above, some faces of G have a longer
boundary. For convenience, we view the new face as the same as the old one. In this sense, G and G ′
have the same face set. Moreover, if two faces are adjacent in G then they are adjacent in G ′ (but not
the other way). Since G is 2-connected, G ′ is 2-connected and the two faces incident to any edge uv
are distinct. By the Four-Colour Theorem, there exists a face 4-colouring ϕ of G ′ , which is also a face
4-colouring of G .
We shall show that for any C ∈ C , there are two edges e, e′ of C such that {ϕ( fC (e)),ϕ( f ′C (e))} ={ϕ( fC (e′)),ϕ( f ′C (e′))}. Assume to the contrary that C = e1e2 . . . e2k+1e1 is an odd cycle in C for which{ϕ( fC (e)),ϕ( f ′C (e))} = {a,b} for i = 1,2, . . . ,2k + 1.
If C contains a breakable or a degree 3 vertex x incident to edges ei, ei+1, then we may as-
sume that fC (ei) = fC (ei+1). Since {ϕ( fC (ei)),ϕ( f ′C (ei))} = {ϕ( fC (ei+1)),ϕ( f ′C (ei+1))}, we must have
ϕ( f ′C (ei)) = ϕ( f ′C (ei+1)). However, in G ′ (or in G , if x is a degree 3 vertex), f ′C (ei) and f ′C (ei+1) are
adjacent. So ϕ( f ′C (ei)) = ϕ( f ′C (ei+1)), a contradiction.
Assume C contains no breakable vertices and no vertices of degree 3. Thus each vertex of C is of
degree 4 or 5. As no vertex of C is breakable and G is 2-connected, for any i, fC (ei) = fC (ei+1) and
f ′C (ei) = f ′C (ei+1). As all the faces incident to edges of C are coloured by a and b, and C is an odd
cycle, there is an index such that ϕ( fC (ei)) = ϕ( fC (ei+1)) and ϕ( f ′C (ei)) = ϕ( f ′C (ei+1)). Since G has
maximum degree at most 5, for each i, fC (ei) and fC (ei+1) are adjacent or f ′C (ei) and f ′C (ei+1) are
adjacent, again a contradiction. 
Corollary 2. Suppose G = (V , E, F ) is a 2-connected plane graph, each vertex having degree 3,4 or 5. If
G1 = (V , E1) is a subgraph of G of maximum degree 2, then there is a proper 4-colouring of the faces of G
and edges of G1 , i.e., a mapping ϕ : F ∪ E1 → {1,2,3,4} such that any two adjacent or incident elements
x, y ∈ F ∪ E1 are coloured by distinct colours.
Proof. Since G1 has maximum degree at most 2, each component is either a path or a cycle. Let C be
the family of components of G1 that are odd cycles. By Lemma 1, there is a proper face 4-colouring
ϕ of G , using colours 1,2,3,4, such that for any C ∈ C , there are two edges e, e′ of C such that
{ϕ( fC (e)),ϕ( f ′C (e))} = {ϕ( fC (e′)),ϕ( f ′C (e′))}. For each edge e of G1, let
L(e) = {1,2,3,4}∖{ϕ( fC (e)),ϕ( f ′C (e))}.
Even cycles and paths are edge 2-choosable, and any odd cycle C is edge L-colourable if |L(e)| = 2
for each e and L(e) = L(e′) for some two edges e, e′ of C . Therefore the edges of G1 have a proper
L-colouring ψ . The union of ϕ and ψ is the required colouring of F ∪ E1. 
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that V (G1) ∩ V (G2) = {v} and V (G1) ∪ V (G2) = V (G). We say that v is removable if v is of degree at
most 2 in G1 or G2. By the deﬁnition, every cut vertex of degree at most 5 of G is a removable cut
vertex.
Lemma 3. Suppose v is a removable cut vertex of a plane graph G such that G1 and G2 are two induced
subgraphs of G with V (G1) ∩ V (G2) = {v} and V (G1) ∪ V (G2) = V (G). Then χvef (G) max{dG(v) + 2,
χvef (G1),χvef (G2)}.
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume dG1 (v)  2. Let f be the face of G incident to v which
is shared by G1 and G2. Note that all the edges incident to v in G1 are on the boundary of f . Let
k = max{dG(v) + 2,χvef (G1),χvef (G2)}. For i = 1,2, Gi has an entire k-colouring ψi using colours
1,2, . . . ,k. Since dG1 (v) 2 and dG(v)+ 2 k, by a permutation of colours if needed, we can assume
that
(i) ψ1( f ) = ψ2( f ) and ψ1(v) = ψ2(v);
(ii) All the edges incident to v in G have pairwise distinct colours.
Since dG1 (v) 2, edges incident to v in G1 are coloured differently from f . Therefore, (i) and (ii)
can be satisﬁed simultaneously. The union of ψ1 and ψ2 forms an entire k-colouring of G . 
The proof above does not work if v has degree at least 3 in both G1 and G2. In this case, it may
happen that each of G1 and G2 has an edge incident to v coloured the same colour as the common
face f of G1 and G2. If ψ1( f ) = ψ2( f ), then there would be two edges incident to v that are coloured
by the same colour.
Corollary 4. If G has maximum degree 3, 4 or 5, and is a minimum counterexample (i.e., a counterexample
graph with the least number of vertices) to Kronk and Mitchem’s conjecture, then G has no cut vertex.
3. Graphs with maximum degree 4
This section settles the Kronk and Mitchem’s conjecture for the case  = 4.
Theorem 5. If G is a plane graph with  = 4 (parallel edges allowed), then G is entirely 8-colourable.
Proof. Assume the theorem is not true and G is a minimum counterexample. By Corollary 4, G is 2-
connected. Hence G has no vertex of degree 1. If G has a degree 2 vertex x, with neighbours u and v ,
then u and v are distinct as G is 2-connected. Let G ′ be obtained from G by deleting x and adding
an edge e connecting u and v . By the minimality of G , the graph G ′ has an entire 8-colouring ϕ . We
modify ϕ to an entire 8-colouring of G as follows: Colour the edge ux by ϕ(e), and then colour edge
xv and vertex x greedily in order.
Assume δ  3. By Petersen’s Theorem [18] (cf. [10, p. 33]), E can be partitioned into two sets E1, E2
such that each of the subgraphs induced by E1, E2 has maximum degree at most 2. Let Gi = (V , Ei)
be the subgraph of G induced by Ei for i = 1,2.
By Corollary 2, the faces of G and edges of G1 can be properly coloured using colours in {1,2,3,4}.
By the Four-Colour Theorem, G is 4-colourable. Let ϕ be a proper vertex 4-colouring of G using
colours in {5,6,7,8}. It is easy to see that for any odd cycle C , there are two edges e = xy and
e′ = x′ y′ of C such that {ϕ(x),ϕ(y)} = {ϕ(x′),ϕ(y′)}. The same argument as in the proof of Corollary 2
shows that ϕ can be extended to a proper 4-colouring of V (G) ∪ E(G2) using colours in {5,6,7,8}.
The union of such two colourings is an entire colouring of G . 
4. Graphs with maximum degree 5
This section proves the following theorem.
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In the remaining of this section, we assume that G = (V , E, F ) is a plane graph of maximum
degree 5. Let V = {x ∈ V (G), dG(x) = 5}. Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 5, we may assume
that G is 2-connected and δ  3. For two disjoint subsets X, Y of V (G), let EG(X, Y ) be the set of
edges with one end in X and the other end in Y . A graph H is factor-critical if H = ∅ and for any
vertex v of H , H − v has a perfect matching.
Lemma 7. There is a subset Y of V (G) such that G[Y ] has a matching M that covers Y ∩ V and the compo-
nents B1, B2, . . . , Bb of G − Y satisfy the following:
• For j = 1,2, . . . ,b, B j is factor-critical, B j ⊆ V and |EG(B j, Y )| = 3.
We leave the proof of Lemma 7 to the next section.
Let Y ,M, B1, B2, . . . , Bb be as stated in Lemma 7. Let G ′ be obtained from G − M by contract-
ing each B j for j = 1,2, . . . ,b into a single vertex u∗j of degree 3. As G ′ has maximum degree at
most 4, we know that G ′ is a subgraph of a 4-regular graph. By Petersen’s Theorem [10], E(G ′) can
be partitioned into E ′1, E ′2 such that G ′i = (V (G ′), E ′i) has maximum degree at most 2.
Assume the three edges in E(B j, Y ) are e j,1, e j,2, e j,3 and e j,i is incident to v j,i in B j for i = 1,2,3.
The vertices v j,1, v j,2, v j,3 need not be distinct, however, v j,1, v j,2, v j,3 cannot all be the same vertex,
as G is 2-connected. In G ′ , e j,1, e j,2, e j,3 are incident to u∗j . For j = 1,2, . . . ,b, exactly one of the
subgraphs G ′1,G ′2 contains two of the three edges e j,1, e j,2, e j,3. By a renaming, if necessary, we may
assume that e j,2, e j,3 are in one of the subgraphs G ′1,G ′2, and e j,1 is in the other subgraph.
For j = 1,2, . . . ,b, let M j be a perfect matching of B j − v j,1.
Let B ′j be obtained from B j by adding an edge g j = v j,2v j,3. (In case v j,2 = v j,3, g j is a loop. Our
graphs have no other loops, and g j will be deleted shortly. We allow loops here just for convenience.)
Then B ′j − M j is 4-regular, and can be partitioned into two 2-factors E j,1 and E j,2 (by Petersen’s
Theorem [10]).
By an interchange of indices between E j,1 and E j,2, if needed, we assume that E j,i contains the
edge g j if and only if E ′i contains both edges e j,2 and e j,3. Let
E ′′1 = E ′1 ∪
(
b⋃
j=1
(
E j,1 − {g j}
))
,
E ′′2 = E ′2 ∪
(
b⋃
j=1
(
E j,2 − {g j}
))
,
G ′′1 =
(
V , E ′′1
)
,
G ′′2 =
(
V , E ′′2
)
.
Then all the vertices of G ′′i have degree at most 2, except v j,1 which has degree 3 for j = 1,2, . . . ,b,
either in G ′′1 or G ′′2.
If v j,1 has degree 3 in G ′′i (i = 1 or 2), then let e∗j be one of the two edges in E ′′i ∩ E(B j) incident
to v j,1. Let Z = {e∗j : j = 1,2, . . . ,b}. For i = 1,2, let
Ei = E ′′i \ Z ,
Gi = (V , Ei).
Then for i = 1,2, Gi has maximum degree 2 and hence each component of Gi is either a path or
a cycle.
By Corollary 2, the faces of G and edges of G1 can be properly coloured using colours in {1,2,3,4}.
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We colour the edges in M ∪ (⋃bj=1 M j) and the vertices v j,1 ( j = 1,2, . . . ,b) by colour 9, and
colour the other vertices of G properly using colours in {5,6,7,8} (by using the Four-Colour Theorem).
To ﬁnish the proof of Theorem 6, it suﬃces to prove that there is a proper edge colouring ψ of G2∪ Z ,
using colours 5,6,7,8, so that for each edge e = xy of G2 ∪ Z , ψ(e) is different from the colours of x
and y.
We introduce some notation and state a lemma which will be needed in our proof. We write i  j
to mean that i < j − 1.
Deﬁnition 8. A bumped path (respectively, a bumped cycle) is a graph H obtained from a path
P = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) (respectively, a cycle C = (x1, x2, . . . , xn, x1)) by adding s  0 edges e∗j = xi2 j−1xi2 j ,
where j = 1,2, . . . , s and 1  i1 < i2  i3 < i4  · · ·  i2s−1 < i2s  n. In case H is a bumped cycle,
we require additionally that i1  3. The edges e∗j are called bumps of H (see Fig. 1).
Note that a path (or a cycle) is a bumped path (or a bumped cycle) with 0 bumps (i.e., s = 0).
Deﬁnition 9. Suppose H is a bumped path or cycle with vertices x1, x2, . . . , xn and bumps e∗j =
xi2 j−1xi2 j for j = 1,2, . . . , s. A colouring ϕ of the vertices of H with colours in {5,6,7,8,9} is called a
valid colouring if the following holds:
• Each bump e∗j has exactly one end vertex coloured by colour 9, and all the other vertices are
coloured by colours in {5,6,7,8}.
• For each j = 1,2, . . . , s, the restriction of ϕ to the subgraph of H induced by {xi2 j−1−1, xi2 j−1 , . . . ,
xi2 j , xi2 j+1} is a proper vertex colouring (if H is a bumped path, then in case j = 1 and i1 = 1,
ignore the vertex x0, and in case j = s and i2s = n, ignore the vertex xn+1 in the statement. If H
is a bumped cycle, then the indices are calculated modulo n).
Note that the colouring ϕ on the path (xi2 j+1, xi2 j+2, . . . , xi2 j+1−1) need not be proper, i.e., adjacent
vertices need not have distinct colours.
Deﬁnition 10. Suppose H is a bumped path or a bumped cycle, and ϕ is a valid colouring of the
vertices of H . A proper edge colouring ψ of H (or of a subgraph of H) is compatible with ϕ if for any
(coloured) edge e = xy, ψ(e) ∈ {5,6,7,8} \ {ϕ(x),ϕ(y)}.
Lemma 11. For any bumped path or cycle H, for any valid colouring ϕ of H, there is a proper edge colouring
ψ of H which is compatible with ϕ .
We shall leave the proof of Lemma 11 to the next section. Now we shall use this lemma to produce
a proper edge colouring of G2 ∪ Z which is compatible with the vertex colouring of G , i.e., each edge
of G2 ∪ Z is coloured by a colour in {5,6,7,8} which is not used by its two end vertices.
Let C be the family of components of G2. Each X ∈ C is either a path or a cycle. For j = 1,2, . . . ,b,
let w j ∈ V (B j) be the other end vertex of e∗j , i.e., e∗j = v j,1w j . For any X ∈ C , let Z X = {e∗j ∈
Z : w j, v j,1 ∈ X}, i.e., Z X is the set of edges e∗j of Z whose both end vertices are in X .
Each component X ∈ C (which is either a path or a cycle) may intersect many B j ’s. Assume X in-
tersects B j but is not contained in B j . Then X either contains the edge e j,1 or contains both edges e j,2
and e j,3. If X contains both edges e j,2 and e j,3, then X ∩ B j is a path with end vertices v j,2 and v j,3.
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in B j , and hence does not contain the end vertices of e∗j′ for any j
′ = j. If X contains the edge e j,1,
then X is a path with w j as an end vertex and v j,1 separates X ∩ B j from the remaining part of X .
Again, one component of X \ {w j, v j,1} is a path contained in B j , and hence does not contain the end
vertices of e∗j′ for any j
′ = j. Also observe that any two edges e, e′ ∈ Z have distance at least 2 in G .
Therefore X ∪ Z X is either a bumped path or a bumped cycle.
For each X ∈ C , we denote by HX the bumped path or bumped cycle induced by X ∪ Z X .
We construct a directed graph Q with vertex set {HX : X ∈ C}, in which there is a directed edge
HX → HY from HX to HY if and only if there is an index j ∈ {1,2, . . . ,b} such that w j ∈ X and
v j,1 ∈ Y .
As noted above, for each j = 1,2, . . . ,b, E2 ∩ {e j,1, e j,2, e j,3} is equal to either {e j,1} or {e j,2, e j,3}.
In the later case, both e j,2, e j,3 are contained in the same component of G2. Therefore, for each
j = 1,2, . . . ,b, there is exactly one component of G2 that intersects both B j and G − B j . All the other
components of G2 are either contained in B j or disjoint from B j .
If HX → HY is a directed edge of Q , then X = Y , and both X, Y intersect B j for some j. By the
paragraph above, at least one of X and Y is contained in B j . If X (or Y ) is contained in B j , then it
is disjoint from B j′ for j′ = j. Hence HX (or HY ) has degree 1 (here the degree of a vertex is the
sum of its in-degree and out-degree) in Q . So Q is an oriented star forest. In particular, the directed
graph Q has no directed cycles.
Now we shall colour the edges of the bumped paths and bumped cycles HX (X ∈ C) one by one.
We say a bumped path or bumped cycle HX is coloured if its edges are coloured. Assume W ⊆
{HX : X ∈ C} is the set of coloured HX ’s.
(∗) The next bumped path or bumped cycle to be coloured is any HX which has in-degree 0 in
Q − W .
Since Q is acyclic, an HX described in (∗) exists.
After we have coloured the edges in HX , we extend the colouring properly to those uncoloured
edges e∗j for which w j ∈ X and v j,1 /∈ X . Such an extension is possible, because hence e∗j has three
permissible colours (as v j,1 is coloured by colour 9), and is adjacent to two edges of HX .
By always using Rule (∗) to choose the next HX to be coloured, the following holds:
If HX is the bumped path or cycle we choose to colour, then the coloured edges of Z incident to
vertices of X are those e∗j for which w j /∈ V (X) and v j,1 ∈ V (X).
We deﬁne a mapping ϕ : V (HX ) → {5,6,7,8,9} so that ϕ(x) is the colour assigned to vertex x,
unless x = v j,1 for some j for which e∗j is a coloured edge. In the later case, we let ϕ(x) be the colour
of e∗j .
The colouring ϕ deﬁned in the paragraph above is a valid colouring of the vertices of HX . By
Lemma 11, there is a proper edge colouring ψ of HX which is compatible with ϕ . It follows from the
deﬁnition that this colouring extends properly the early coloured edges, and is compatible with the
vertex colouring of G .
Once HX are coloured for all the components X of G2, then all the edges in Z are also properly
coloured. This edge colouring of G2 ∪ Z together with the vertex colouring, face colouring, and edge
colouring of G1 constructed before, form a proper entire colouring of G . Thus the proof of Theorem 6
is complete (except that two lemmas used in the proof need to be proved, which we do in the next
section).
5. Proofs of Lemmas 7 and 11
For a subset S of V (G), if G − S has components B1, B2, . . . , Bq , then HS is the bipartite graph
(multiple edges allowed) obtained from G by contracting each B j into a single vertex v∗j and deleting
edges with both ends in S . A vertex set S of V (G) is said to be matchable to G − S if the bipartite
graph HS has a matching that covers S . The following theorem is a well-known strengthening of
Tutte’s 1-factor theorem (cf. [10, p. 36]).
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is factor-critical.
Assume G is a 2-connected plane graph of maximum degree 5. Let S be a subset of V (G) as in
Theorem 12 and let B1, B2, . . . , Bq be the components of G − S .
Lemma 13. The bipartite graph HS has a matching that covers S and all those v∗j for which |EG(B j, S)| 5.
Proof. Let A = {v∗j : j = 1,2, . . . ,q}. So HS has vertex set S ∪ A. Since HS has a matching that cov-
ers S , for any subset X ⊆ A,∣∣NHS (X)∣∣ |X | − (q − |S|).
Add a set S ′ of q − |S| vertices to HS and connect every vertex of S ′ to each v∗j for which
|EG(B j, S)| 4. Now we show that the resulting bipartite graph H ′S has a perfect matching. Indeed,
for any subset X of A, if for each v∗j ∈ X , |EG(B j, S)| 5, then |EHS (X, S)| 5|X |. As each vertex of S
has degree at most 5, we conclude that |EHS (X, S)|  5|NHS (X)|. Hence |NH ′S (X)| = |NHS (X)|  |X |.
If X contains an index j such that |EG(B j, S)| 4, then |NH ′S (X)| = |NHS (X)| + (q − |S|) |X |. Hence
by Hall’s Theorem, H ′S has a perfect matching M . Then M ∩ E(HS ) is a matching that covers S and
all those v∗j for which |E(B j, S)| 5. 
Proof of Lemma 7. Let M ′ be a matching of HS as in the lemma above. As each edge of HS corre-
sponds to an edge of G , we may view M ′ as a matching of G . Observe that for each j, M ′ covers at
most one vertex of B j . Let
J = { j: M ′ covers a vertex v j of B j}.
By a renaming if needed, we may assume that J = {a + 1,a + 2, . . . ,q} for some a ∈ {0,1, . . . ,q}. For
j = a + 1,a + 2, . . . ,q, let M j be a perfect matching of B j − {v j} (the matching M j exists because B j
is factor critical).
For j = 1,2, . . . ,a, M ′ covers no vertices of B j . By Lemma 13, for j ∈ {1,2, . . . ,a}, |EG(B j, S)| 4.
By a renaming if necessary, we may assume that for some b ∈ {0,1, . . . ,a}, each component
B1, B2, . . . , Bb contains only degree 5 vertices of G , and each component Bb+1, . . . , Ba contains at
least one vertex of degree at most 4 in G .
For j = b + 1,b + 2, . . . ,a, as B j is factor-critical and B j has a vertex of degree less than 5, B j has
a matching M j that covers B j ∩ V .
Let
M ′′ = M ′ ∪
( q⋃
j=b+1
M j
)
.
Let Y = S ∪ (⋃qj=b+1 B j). Then M ′′ is a matching in G[Y ] that covers Y ∩ V . By the choice of index
b, for j = 1,2, . . . ,b, B j ⊆ V and B j is factor-critical. As each component B j has an odd number
of vertices, each vertex in B j has degree 5 in G , we know that |EG(B j, S)| is odd. As G has no cut-
edge, and |EG(B j, S)| 4, we conclude that |EG(B j, S)| = |EG(B j, Y )| = 3. This completes the proof of
Lemma 7. 
In the remaining of this section, we prove Lemma 11. For the purpose of using induction, we prove
a stronger statement.
Lemma 14. For any bumped path or cycle H, for any valid colouring ϕ of H, there is a proper edge colouring
ψ of H which is compatible with ϕ . Moreover, if H is a bumped path, then for any α ∈ {5,6,7,8}, there is a
proper edge colouring ψ of H which is compatible with ϕ and ψ(e1) = α.
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bumps e∗j = xi2 j−1xi2 j for j = 1,2, . . . , s. Let ei = xixi+1 for i = 1,2, . . . ,n − 1. In case H is a bumped
cycle, let en = xnx1. Assume ϕ is a valid colouring for H .
We prove this lemma by induction on the number of bumps. If s = 0, then H is a cycle or a path,
and each edge has at least 2 permissible colours. If H is an odd cycle and each edge has exactly 2
permissible colours, then not all the edges have the same set of permissible colours. Therefore the
required proper edge colouring of H exists. Moreover, if H is a path, then we can colour the ﬁrst edge
by any permissible colour, then extend to the remaining edges of H one by one greedily.
Assume s  1. The proof below is mainly for the case that H is a bumped path. The proof for
H being a bumped cycle is basically the same. We shall point out the slight differences, wherever a
difference occurs.
When we colour the edges of a bumped path H , one end edge of H is designated as its ﬁrst edge.
For a colour α in {5,6,7,8} and a valid vertex colouring ϕ of H , we say an edge colouring ψ of H
is good for (ϕ,α) if ψ is a proper edge colouring of H compatible with ϕ and the colour of the ﬁrst
edge is distinct from α.
If H is a bumped cycle, then H has no ﬁrst edge, and the deﬁnition of good colouring above does
not apply. However, for convenience (so that we do not need to say the same thing for bumped cycle
and bumped path separately), we call a proper edge colouring of H compatible with ϕ good for (ϕ,α)
for any colour α.
If H is a bumped path and ϕ(xi2 ) = 9, then we consider the subgraph of H induced by the edges
e1, e2, . . . , ei2−1, e∗1. Observe that each of these edges has at least 2 permissible colours, and e∗1 has 3
permissible colours. Thus we can colour e1 by a permissible colour not equal to α, and then colour
properly e2, e3, . . . , ei2−1, e∗1 greedily in this order. We denote this colouring by ψ .
Let ϕ′(xi2 ) = ψ(e∗1), and let ϕ′(x) = ϕ(x) for x = xi2 . Then ϕ′ is a valid colouring for the bumped
path H ′ = H −{x1, x2, . . . , xi2−1}. As H ′ has fewer bumps than H , by induction hypothesis, there is an
edge colouring ψ ′ of H ′ which is good for (ϕ′,ψ(ei2−1)), i.e., ψ ′(ei2) = ψ(ei2−1). It is straightforward
to verify that the union ψ ∪ ψ ′ is an edge colouring of H good for (ϕ,α).
In the following, we assume that ϕ(xi1 ) = 9. Observe that if H is a bumped cycle, by a renaming,
if needed, we can always assume that ϕ(xi1 ) = 9.
We may assume that ϕ(xi2 ) = 5 and ϕ(xi2+1) = 6.
Assume ﬁrst that i1 + 1 = i2. If ϕ(xi1−1) = 5 or H is a bumped path and i1 = 1, then we let ψ be
a proper edge colouring of e∗1, ei1 , ei2 compatible with ϕ such that ψ(e∗1) = ϕ(xi1−1) or ψ(ei1) = α if
H is a bumped path and i1 = 1.
Consider the subgraph H ′ = H −{xi2 }. If H is a bumped path, then H ′ is the union of two bumped
paths. If H is a bumped cycle, then H ′ is a bumped path. Let ϕ′(xi1 ) = ψ(ei1) and ϕ′(x) = ϕ(x) if
x = xi1 , then ϕ′ is a valid colouring of H ′ = H − {xi2 }. By induction hypothesis, H ′ has a proper edge
colouring ψ ′ compatible with ϕ′ and ψ ′(ei2+1) = ψ(ei2) and ψ ′(e1) = α if H is a bumped path and
i1 > 1. (If H is a bumped cycle, then the last requirement is ignored.) The union of ψ and ψ ′ is an
edge colouring of H good for (ϕ,α).
If ϕ(xi1−1) = 5, then let H ′ be obtained from H − xi1 by identifying xi1−1 and xi2 into a single
vertex v . Let ϕ′(x) = ϕ(x) for x = v and ϕ′(v) = 5. By induction hypothesis, there is an edge colouring
ψ of H ′ good for (ϕ′,α). We may view the edge set of H ′ as a subset of the edge set of H . Then
we extend ψ to an edge colouring of H by letting ψ(ei1−1) = ψ(ei2) and let ψ(e∗1),ψ(ei1) be the two
colours in {6,7,8} \ {ψ(ei2 )}. The colouring ψ deﬁned above is an edge colouring of H good for (ϕ,α)
(even if i1 = 2).
In the following, we assume that i1  i2 − 2.
If ϕ(xi2−1) = 6, then let ϕ′(xi1 ) = 6 and ϕ′(x) = ϕ(x) for x = xi1 . Now ϕ′ is a valid colouring
of H − e∗1. By induction hypothesis, there is an edge colouring ψ of H − e∗1 good for (ϕ′,α). Let
ψ(e∗1) = 6, we obtain a proper edge colouring of H which is good for (ϕ,α).
Assume ϕ(xi2−1) = 7. We consider two cases.
Case 1. ϕ colours the vertices of the path (xi1+1, xi1+2, . . . , xi2 ) alternately by 5 and 7.
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edges
ei1+1, ei1+2, ei1+3, ei1+4, . . . , ei2−2, ei2−1
alternately by colours 8 and 6, with ei1+1 coloured by 8. Let ψ(ei2) = 7 and ψ(e∗1) = 8.
Consider the subgraph H ′ = H−{xi1+2, xi1+3, . . . , xi2 }. If H is a bumped cycle, then H ′ is a bumped
path. If H is a bumped path, then H ′ consists of two components, each is a bumped path. Let ϕ′(xi1 ) =
8 and ϕ′(x) = ϕ(x) if x = xi1 . By induction hypothesis, there is a proper edge colouring ψ ′ of H ′
compatible with ϕ′ such that ψ ′(ei2+1) = 7 and ψ ′(e1) = α (if H is a bumped cycle, ignore the last
requirement). The union of ψ and ψ ′ is a proper edge colouring of H good for (ϕ,α).
If the path is of odd length (hence ϕ(xi1+1) = 7), then let ψ be the colouring that colours the
edges
ei1+1, ei1+2, ei1+3, ei1+4, . . . , ei2−2, ei2−1, ei2
alternately by colours 6 and 8, with ei1+1 coloured by 6. Let ψ(e∗1) = 7.
Consider the subgraph H ′ = H −{xi1+2, xi1+3, . . . , xi2 }. Similarly, if H is a bumped cycle, then H ′ is
a bumped path. If H is a bumped path, then H ′ consists of two components, each is a bumped path.
Let ϕ′(xi1 ) = 7 and ϕ′(x) = ϕ(x) if x = xi1 . By induction hypothesis, there is a proper edge colouring
ψ ′ of H ′ compatible with ϕ′ such that ψ ′(ei2+1) = 8 and ψ ′(e1) = α (if H is a bumped cycle, ignore
the last requirement). The union of ψ and ψ ′ is a proper edge colouring of H good for (ϕ,α).
Case 2. For some i1 + 1 j  i2 − 1 and ϕ(x j) = ϕ(x j+2).
Let j be the largest index such that i1 + 1 j  i2 − 1 and ϕ(x j) = ϕ(x j+2). Colour the edge e j+1
by colour ϕ(x j). Then colour the edges e j+2, e j+3, . . . , ei2 , e∗1 one by one greedily so that the resulting
colouring ψ is compatible with ϕ .
Consider the subgraph H ′ = H − {x j+2, x j+3, . . . , xi2}. Similarly, if H is a bumped cycle, then H ′
is a bumped path. If H is a bumped path, then H ′ consists of two components, each is a bumped
path. Let ϕ′(xi1 ) = ψ(e∗1) and ϕ′(x) = ϕ(x) for x = xi1 . Then ϕ′ is a valid colouring of H ′ . By induction
hypothesis, there is a proper edge colouring ψ ′ of H ′ which is compatible with ϕ′ and ψ ′(ei2+1) =
ψ(ei2) and ψ
′(e1) = α (if H is a bumped cycle, ignore the last requirement). Then the union of ψ and
ψ ′ is a proper edge colouring of H which is good for (ϕ,α). 
6. Some remarks for graphs with  = 4,5
Wang [33] observed that if G is a plane graph, then χvef (G) χ ′(G) + 4. It implies that χvef (G)
+4 if G is a simple graph of Class 1, and χvef (G)+5 if G is a simple graph of Class 2. This fact,
together with the result in [24,30,38], imply Kronk and Mitchem’s conjecture for simple plane graphs
with  7. The  = 3 case of Kronk and Mitchem’s conjecture (parallel edges allowed) also follows
from this observation. This is so, because a minimal counterexample has no cut vertex, and similar
to the proof of Theorems 5 and 6, has no vertex of degree less than 3. By the Four-Colour Theorem,
3-regular 2-connected planar graphs G (parallel edges allowed) have χ ′(G) = 3.
In [23], a proof of Kronk and Mitchem’s conjecture for   6 is given. However, one lemma in
that proof is problematic. Lemma 2.1 of that paper claims that a minimal counterexample has no cut
vertex. The argument is the same as the proof of Lemma 3 in this paper. However, as we observed in
the paragraph following Lemma 3, the proof does not work if v is a cut vertex of G which separates
G into G1 and G2, and v has degree at least 3 in each of G1 and G2.
As the   7 case has been settled previously, we concentrate on the case that  = 6. We need
to prove that any simple plane graph G with  = 6 is entirely 10-colourable. For this case, the er-
ror in [23] can be corrected. A vertex (or face) of degree k is called a k-vertex (or k-face). In [23],
Lemma 2.1 is essentially applied only in the proof of Lemma 2.3 of that paper, which says that “no
minimal counterexample graph has a 2-vertex u adjacent to a ( 3)-vertex v .”
The proof of this lemma in [23] is as follows: Assume G has a 2-vertex u adjacent to a ( 3)-
vertex v . Let w be the other neighbour of u. We replace the path (w,u, v) in G by an edge wv to
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minimality of G , there is an entire 10-colouring of G ′ . It is easy to modify this colouring into an entire
10-colouring of G (see the proof of Theorem 5).
Assume wv is an edge of G . We cannot replace the path (w,u, v) in G by another edge connecting
w and v , for that would create a pair of parallel edges. It was proved in [23, Lemma 2.2] that no 3-
face of G contains a ( 3)-vertex. So in G , the triangle uvw cannot be a face in G . As v has degree at
most 3, this happens only if w is a cut vertex of G . Moreover, one of the subgraphs of G separated by
v , say G1, is contained in the interior of the triangle uvw , and the other subgraph G2 of G separated
by v is contained in the exterior of the triangle. By Lemma 3, w is of degree 3 in each of G1 and G2.
Let z be the other neighbour of w in G1. Let ψ1,ψ2 be entire 10-colourings of G1,G2, respec-
tively. We modify the colouring ψ1 as follows: First erase the colours of the vertex w and the edges
wu,wv,wz. Then recolour wz by a colour which is not only proper, but also distinct from the colour
of the inﬁnite face of G1. This is possible because wu,wv,w are uncoloured, so there are at most
8 coloured elements that are adjacent or incident to wz. Now we can greedily colour wv,w,wu in
this order. It is easy to inspect that each of them has at most 9 forbidden colours, thus the colour-
ing is feasible. After the modiﬁcation, by a permutation of colours, if needed, we can assume that
ψ1( f ) = ψ2( f ), ψ1(w) = ψ2(w) and all the edges incident to w are coloured by distinct colours. The
union of ψ1 and ψ2 is an entire 10-colouring of G . This proves Lemma 2.3 of the paper [23]. Together
with the other parts of [23], this settles the  = 6 case of Kronk and Mitchem’s conjecture.
7. Open problems
Although Kronk and Mitchem’s conjecture has now been fully conﬁrmed, the only known graph
showing its tightness is K4. Thus, we have the following natural question:
Question 1. Is every simple plane graph G = K4 entirely ( + 3)-colourable?
Borodin [4] proved that if G is a plane graph with  12, then χvef (G)+2. This upper bound
is sharp, as χvef (T ) =  + 2 for any tree T with  2.
Question 2.What is the smallest integer0 such that every plane graph G with0 hasχvef (G)+2?
The following conjecture ﬁrst appeared in [37]:
Conjecture 1. Every plane graph G is entirely ( + 4)-choosable.
The proof in [7] actually shows that Conjecture 3 holds for plane graphs G with  7. It remains
to check whether Conjecture 1 is true for 3 6.
It is known in [35] that there exists plane graphs G such that the list edge–face chromatic number
of G is strictly greater than its edge–face chromatic number. Also, a plane graph G whose list coupled
chromatic number is strictly greater than its coupled chromatic number was constructed in [37]. It is
not known if there exist plane graphs G such that chvef (G) > χvef (G).
Question 3. Is it true that for any plane graph G, chvef (G) = χvef (G)?
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